UX400 - 401

Contactless transactions are where the world is heading. Depend on the UX 400/UX 401 contactless solution to be ready for NFC-enabled payments, quick-identification confirmation or other contactless transactions at unattended, high-transaction-volume environments, such as on-street parking meters, petroleum pumps and ticketing machines. From mobile wallets to the wave of a card, the UX 400/UX 401 satisfies the need for secure and rapid contactless transactions.

- Anti-vandalism enclosure that can withstand an impact of up to 10 Joules
- Weatherproof enclosure provides top-level protection against dust, liquids and other harmful substances, withstanding IP65
- Optical guidance by four LEDs
- System wake-up upon card tap
- Illuminating contactless logo
- Maintenance-free device and outdoor-rugged peripheral wrapped into one sleek, modern design
- No specific software is required on UX 400/UX 401; everything is driven by UX 300/UX 301 master

Specifications

Connectivity
Analog and digital signal
UX 400 connects to UX 300 UX 401 connects to UX 301

Contactless
ISO 14443 Types A and B, ISO 18092- capable, MIFARE, supports major NFC/ CTLS schemes

Security
PCI PTS 4.X-approved, SRED, meets EMV L1 and L2 requirements when connected to UX 300/UX 301

Environmental
-30° to 70° C (-22° to 158° F) operating temperature, -30° to 70° C (-22° to 158° F) storage temperature, 10% to 90% relative humidity, non-condensing

Physical
100 mm L × 27 mm W × 92 mm H (3.94 in. L × 1.06 in. W × 3.62 in. H)

Mechanics (cutout)
73.2 mm × 61.2 mm (2.88 in. × 2.41 in.)